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ABSTRACT
In successful collaborative paradigms such as pair programming,

students engage in productive dialogue and work to resolve con-

flicts as they arise. However, little is known about how elementary

students engage in collaborative dialogue for computer science

learning. Early findings indicate that these younger students may

struggle to manage conflicts that arise during pair programming.

To investigate collaborative dialogue that elementary learners use

and the conflicts that they encounter, we analyzed videos of twelve

pairs of fifth grade students completing pair programming activities.

We developed a novel annotation scheme with a focus on collab-

orative dialogue and conflicts. We found that student pairs used

best-practice dialogue moves such as self-explanation, question

generation, uptake, and praise in less than 23% of their dialogue.

High-conflict pairs antagonized their partner, whereas this behav-

ior was not observed with low-conflict pairs. We also observed

more praise (e.g., “We did it!”) and uptake (e.g., “Yeah and. . . ”) in

low-conflict pairs than high-conflict pairs. All pairs exhibited some

conflicts about the task, but high-conflict pairs also engaged in

conflicts about control of the computer and their partner’s con-

tributions. The results presented here provide insights into the

collaborative process of young learners in CS problem solving, and

also hold implications for educators as we move toward building

learning environments that support students in this context.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative learning is a complex process that involves co-con-

structing knowledge and maintaining shared conceptions of the

current activity [39]. Prior research has established that the amount

of time students spend actively communicating is correlated with

the success of their collaborative learning process [3, 26, 44]. Prior

work also suggests that taking an active part in the construction

of solutions is important for learning [14, 15]. However, younger

students do not necessarily have the required social skills or demon-

strate good dialogue practices, which may hinder the success of

their collaborative efforts [4, 17].

Pair programming, a paradigm in which two programmers work

on one computer while taking turns at the controls, has been used in

introductory CS courses and in the programming industry for over

two decades [5, 6]. In pair programming, the person controlling

the keyboard and mouse acts as the driver, while the person who is

tasked with planning ahead and looking for mistakes acts as the

navigator. Researchers have discovered the educational efficacy of

collaborative programming for undergraduate novice programmers

[45, 47], such as increased undergraduate retention in CS courses

[35]. In light of these results, educators and researchers have begun

to incorporate this approach into learning activities for middle and

upper-elementary school students as well (e.g.,[11, 29]). There is

reason to believe that younger students may need more support to

effectively leverage the advantages of pair programming [10, 42];

for example, Lewis found that elementary students might have less

interest in CS after difficult pair programming experiences [29].

The CS education community has begun to investigate how

young students pair program and how to support them [10, 11,

29, 30, 42]. However, there is still little known about how elemen-

tary students’ collaborative dialogue relates to CS problem solving.

Years of prior research across multiple domains have shown that

collaborative learners benefit from engaging in self-explanation

[13], question asking [22], and uptake (building upon each others’

ideas to establish common ground) [12]. Antagonistic actions and

https://doi.org/10.1145/3408877.3432406
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dialogue can be hurtful and may not foster a collaborative environ-

ment [41]. This leads to the research question, RQ1: To what ex-
tent do upper elementary students engage in self-explanation,
question generation, uptake, and praise when collaboratively
solving computer science problems?Conversely, towhat extent
do they antagonize each other?

Conflict, defined in this context as one child attempting to in-

fluence the actions of another who resists or directly opposes that

influence [23], can occur in any collaborative interaction. The detri-

mental effects of conflict can include avoidance of uncomfortable

situations [34] and fear of voicing concerns [36], but certain kinds

of conflicts can also play an important productive role during collab-

oration. For example, by prompting students to rectify differences

in their perspectives which can help to improve rapport [40]. The

benefits of conflict may also depend on the topic of the conflict:

conflicts related to the task at hand are often beneficial, as students

may benefit from being challenged by their partner and listening

to each other’s arguments [16]. On the other hand, conflicts during

the collaboration process and those related to interpersonal rela-

tionships can negatively impact members of a group [28]. To our

knowledge, this research is the first to deeply investigate conflicts

with elementary students as they pair program. This gap leads to

a second research question, RQ2: How do upper elementary stu-
dents’ collaborative dialogue practices relate to the number
and type of conflicts that emerge during pair programming?

We investigated these questions by analyzing 12 videos of ele-

mentary school students as they engaged in pair programming in

classrooms. We annotated each video for students’ collaborative

dialogue moves as well as instances of conflict. Then we annotated

the conflict types and partitioned the pairs into high- and low-

conflict pairs. The analyses showed that across all pairs, there was

a much higher level of productive moves (23%) than antagonizing

moves (1%). There were more instances of uptake with low-conflict

pairs and more instances of antagonization dialogue moves within

the high-conflict pairs. Additionally, high-conflict pairs were more

balanced in their talk distribution. The results of this study demon-

strate the promise of our tagging scheme for better understanding

of how antagonistic conflict relates to collaborative processes, and

the findings may hold implications for building intelligent learning

environments that support students in this context.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Collaboration in CS Education
Early pair programming research focused on understanding the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of pair programming for industry pro-

fessionals and undergraduate students. In prior work, researchers

found that engaging in pair programming improved the overall

quality of code produced by industry engineers [7], increased the

academic performance of undergraduate students in introductory

CS courses [46], and increased productivity in active learning labs

within a CS course [33]. However, this research has also high-

lighted some potential challenges of implementing pair program-

ming within these environments. One such challenge is that in-

dividual characteristics can lead to incompatibility between the

partners and to conflicts [33]. In contrast to this prior work, our

analysis moves from the more distal data sources such as surveys

and final grades to focus directly on the students’ collaborative

processes using video data to better understand the finer-grained

characteristics of collaborative interaction in programmer pairs.

More recent work on pair programming and group work has

been focused on CS students’ collaborative processes. Methodology

for this type of research has ranged from annotation of students’

dialogue for various acts such as expressions of uncertainty, direc-

tives, suggestions, and transactive statements [9, 30, 32, 37, 38, 41],

as well as analyzing the balance of the relationships through talk

time and driving [2, 18, 30, 42].

Although collaboration in CS is popular in industry, using col-

laborative problem solving at the elementary-school level can raise

several concerns. One of the primary concerns is ensuring bal-

ance in the students’ collaborative learning. In prior studies on

balance of upper-elementary pair programming relationships, the

researchers measured balance by documenting the distribution of

different types of moves between the partners considering the par-

ticipation of partners [2, 30], the skill level of each partner [42]

and the way in which the learners socially positioned themselves

relative to their partners [18]. Israel et al. sought to understand the

content of elementary students’ conversations while they collabo-

rated in a problem-solving environment and found that students

engaged in both problem-specific discussions and discussions of

their achievements, as well as more general off-topic conversations

[24]. Although these results provide vital information about the

relationships between elementary students as they collaborate in

CS, they have not yet revealed how dialogue unfolds and conflicts

develop in this age group.

2.2 Conflict
Prior research has shown that some types of peer conflict during

collaborative activities can be beneficial both to group dynamics

and learning outcomes [1, 25, 28, 40]. Fawcett and Garton [20] found

that young children with low sorting ability often improve more

when paired with high sorting ability peers, based on a pre-test

about sorting. They argued that this might be because of cognitive

conflict that occurred during the interaction. Cognitive conflict may

be productive if there is dialogue and discussion between peers,

which enables learners to reorganize their knowledge and to fill

in the necessary gaps. Rubin et al. [40] argued that conflict can

help group members reconcile differing perspectives and ideas, and

help to foster group solidarity. Lee, Huh, and Reigeluth [28] distin-

guished among three types of intra-group conflict (i.e. task-related,

process-related, and relationship-related). They found that task-

related conflict can have a positive influence on peer collaboration,

while process and relationship conflicts typically have negative im-

pacts. In particular, task-related conflict facilitates reflection, idea

building, and coordination. In summary, this research suggests

that task-related conflict during group processes should be encour-

aged, whereas process and relationship conflicts should be carefully

regulated. In this work, we define conflict broadly as one child at-

tempting to influence the actions of another who resists or directly

opposes that influence [23]. The definition reflects the perspective

that the “influence” in the definition can be a learner influencing

their partner’s perspectives. The “resistance” can be the partner

opposing the perspective and the learners should work towards



resolving their differing perspectives. This definition of conflict

was used to manually identify conflicts in our pair programming

dataset and it encompasses all types of conflict.

3 METHODS
3.1 Research Context
We collected data from a five-week pair programming intervention

in which 16 Academically or Intellectually Gifted (AIG) 5th grade

students in the Southeastern United States used NetsBlox [8]—a

visual, block-based programming platform—to complete various

coding challenges. Fifteen of those students consented to partici-

pate in data collection. The curriculum for the intervention was

designed and taught by the authors, and covered topics such as

loops, conditionals, and variables, and culminated in the students

designing and implementing a simple game. As part of this cur-

riculum, the students were taught about pair programming. They

were introduced to the roles and responsibilities of the driver and

navigator, and they were taught about the importance of talking

through their decision making process. Some of the students re-

ceived additional exposure to the curriculum as the intervention

occurred during separate morning and afternoon sessions, with

students who received gifted services for both math and English

language arts attending both daily CS sessions. The activities during

the sessions were similar with slight variances. The students were

paired by the classroom teacher and pairs changed each session.

3.2 Data Collection and Sampling
We collected video of the students from the laptop’s webcam, audio,

and screen captures of their pair programming activity within a

single file; this permitted us to view their interactions and system

actions synchronously. The students wore headsets with micro-

phones to ensure higher quality audio data. The videos were then

transcribed verbatim and students were assigned pseudonyms.

We collected 30 pair programming videos that were about 40

minutes each. Due to limited funding for transcriptions and the

amount of time it takes to analyze videos and transcripts, we sam-

pled the data using two main criteria: the audio had to be clear and

the students had to properly follow the pair programming paradigm.

Our final study sample was 12 videos.

3.3 Annotating Dialogue Moves
A “dialogue move” is a chunk of verbal or textual speech (used in the

same way as making a ‘move’ on a chess board) [21]. We developed

a dialogue move annotation scheme (Table 1) that was inspired by

previous dialogue annotation schemes used for pair programming

research [2, 9, 22, 37, 41]. Many of the moves we are concerned with

in this current work, such as explanation, question, antagonization,

and directive/suggestion, were used in those schemes, while self-

explanation, uptake, and praise were not included in the prior work.

We included uptake and praise because of the prominent role they

have been shown to play in effective collaboration and learning [12,

13]. We included praise because we noticed it in previous work as a

counterpoint to antagonistic dialogue between young learners, and

believe it plays a role in indicating positive collaborative dynamics.

In total, 8159 moves were tagged. We omitted student moves

that were directed at the teacher, study facilitators, or peers who

were not their partners. Moves were marked inaudible if they were

not clear enough in the audio to transcribe (total of 70). Two re-

searchers began with a training phase then independently tagged

three randomly selected video sessions (about 23% of the data) from

the corpus. Once the individual tagging was complete, we calcu-

lated the agreement (̂ = 0.65), showing substantial reliability [27].

The first author annotated the remaining moves.

3.4 Annotating Conflicts
Our next step was to identify episodes of conflict within each video.

We designed a novel protocol for identifying conflicts which was

based on the following definitions drawn from prior research in this

area: One child attempting to influence another child who opposes or
resists the first child [23].

The annotation for the entire dataset was completed by three re-

searchers whowere each assigned to independently review different

subsets of the videos and to identify conflicts within them. Those

subsets made up the entire dataset. We collaboratively discussed

and re-tagged some target segments while reviewing the video clips.

The remainder of disagreements were resolved by voting.

After episodes of conflict were tagged, we proceeded to label

conflicts by type. We had noticed that conflicts could be centered

around disagreements about changes in the code, disputes over who

should drive, partner problems, and non-CS issues (e.g., camera

position). A closer review of the conflict and student actions was

used to determine the type. A task conflict is any conflict involving

the task at hand (e.g., if Student A tries to make a change to the code,

but Student B disagrees). A control conflict is any conflict involving

the control of the computer (e.g., Student B asks if she could drive

first, Student A refuses, they argue about who the driver should

be). A partner roles/contribution conflict is any conflict involving

one partner ignoring or downplaying their partner’s verbal con-

tributions (e.g., Student A tries to make a change and Student B

disagrees saying “I know better than you.”). Other encompasses any

conflict involving anything other than Task, Control, or Partner

Roles/Contribution (e.g., Student A and B argue about the camera

because Student A was distracted by it). Annotators labeled 20% of

the conflicts independently. Annotation disagreements were dis-

cussed until consensus was reached. One researcher labeled the

remaining 80% of the conflict topics independently.

4 RESULTS
We calculated descriptive statistics for each pair’s dialogue and con-

flicts. Table 2 displays those results. The number of moves spoken

by the pairs ranged from 373 to 1133 and the average was 680. We

identified a total of 79 conflicts with an average of 6.5 conflicts per

pair. The fewest number of conflicts identified in a pair was 0 and

the most was 17. About 96% of the conflicts were about the task,

approximately 13% were about control of the computer, and 19%

were about partner contributions/roles and control of the computer.

The conflicts often started as task conflicts and some transitioned

into other types as they continued.

4.1 Use of Dialogue Moves
To answer RQ1, we investigated the frequency of each dialogue

move and the percentage of time that those moves occurred out of



Table 1: The dialogue move annotation scheme.

Tag Description Example(s) Freq.

Explanation - Self

(Es)

Statement explaining the student’s own idea, logic, or

process.

I’m going to change it to 15 steps because it’s not
moving far enough

11.79%

Explanation -

Other (Eo)

Statement explaining other components about the project,

code, or problem solving process

The sprite is supposed to jump. 22.97%

Directive /

Suggestion (D)

Statement telling the student’s partner to complete an

action or offering an idea

Go to motion.; Delete that block.; Let’s make it
jump.; How about making him dance?

16.92%

Question

(Q)

Asking a partner a question about the task, process, their

logic, or other relevant information about the process

What should we do next?; Where is the if block? 10.57%

Uptake

(U)

Statement that builds upon the partner’s previous state-

ment

Yeah, and we can also make her jump!; Let’s make
the background change too.

0.12%

Praise (P) Statement that emphasizes success You’re smart; Great job!; We did it! 0.23%

Antagonization

(A)

Appears to cause tension, including hurtful comments,

instigating fights, prodding, putting down partner contri-

butions, and showing annoyance with partner

You’re dumb; I’d rather work alone 1.09%

Other - Related

(Or)

Any move that does not fit under the categories above

but still pertains to the activity

I don’t know why this isn’t working.; This is hard. 28.22%

Other - Unrelated

(Ou)

Any move that does not fit under the categories above

and does not pertain to the activity

It’s almost lunch time; Um; Hmm 7.12%

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the conflicts and dialogue moves by pair. Conflict category and balance category (see section
4.2), num. of moves, num. of conflicts, num. of self-explanations, other explanations, directives, and questions, conflict types
(task=T, control=C, partner=PC). Not shown are the percentage of antagonization, uptake, and praise. Antagonization used 1%
of the time overall. The maximum any pair used Uptake and Praise was 1% of the time. This shows whether each pair used
uptake (U), praise (P), or antagonization (A). The pairs are first ordered by conflict category and then balance category.

Conflict Balance Pair Pseudonyms Utt. Conflict Exp-Self Exp-Other Directive Question Conflict Used

Cat. Cat. ID (#) (#) (%) (%) (%) (%) Types U, P, A?

Low Low 8 Rupert & Anthony 492 1 9 23 15 12 T U, P

Low 3 Sandy & Melony 436 2 6 30 14 19 T

Low 9 Synthia & Steve 843 4 16 29 17 7 T P

Mid 10 Clara & Rupert 410 3 12 35 20 6 T

High 6 Melony & Mathew 483 0 9 17 16 16 T U, P

High 4 Mathew & Luke 373 2 5 19 23 14 T U, P

High Low 2 Sandy & Anthony 572 12 16 28 11 10 T, C, PC P, A

Mid 1 Luke & David 800 5 11 16 26 10 T U, P

Mid 5 Sandy & Mitchel 732 17 15 26 15 14 T, C, PC A

Mid 11 Dorothy & Tylor 1133 8 8 25 12 7 T, C, PC A

High 7 Sandy & Steve 872 17 14 21 11 9 T, C, PC A

High 12 Drew & David 1012 8 14 15 23 9 T, C, PC P, A

the 8159 moves. Explanation - Self (Es), and Question (Q) made up

11.79% and 10.57% of the data, respectively. Uptake (U) and Praise

(P) comprised less than 1% of the tagged moves overall at 0.12% and

0.23%, respectively. It is clear that self-explanation, uptake, praise,

and questions make up the minority of moves that upper elemen-

tary students in this dataset use in CS problem solving. In total,

these types of moves comprised 22.71% of the data. Antagonization

occurred infrequently, making up 1.09% of the data. Explanation

- Other made up 22.97% of the tagged moves. The most frequent

dialogue move was Other Related (Or) at about 28% of the the

tagged moves. Additionally, Other Unrelated (Ou) was used 7.12%

of the time, which indicates that the students were on task the vast

majority of their programming session. We did not examine these

dialogue moves in our analysis. We also found that during conflicts,

the students used self-explanation 15.11% of the time, questions

8.90% of the time, and antagonization 6.91% of the time. Additionally,

the students did not use uptake or praise during conflicts.

4.2 Collaborative Dialogue and Conflicts
To answer RQ2, we investigated the ways in which dialogue balance,

dialogue moves, and conflicts are related. We began by creating

a stacked bar chart to display the pairs’ talk balance in terms of



Figure 1: Talking balance of all pairs.

Table 3: Conflict excerpt of Rupert and Anthony (pair 8).

Student Move Tag

Anthony Cut right here. D

Anthony Cut it right there. D

Rupert But you cut it before that though because it

stops be-

ES

Anthony Doesn’t he need to say oh look cake? Q

Rupert No because that’s not in the loop. EO

Anthony It’s. OR

Anthony That makes sense. OR

their moves as shown in Figure 1. We also categorized the pairs

equally into low-, mid-, and high-balance with four pairs in each

category as shown in Table 2. This was done based on overall

talk distribution. Additionally, we divided the pairs into high- and

low-conflict groups based on the median (4.5 conflicts per pair).

4.2.1 Low-Conflict. Of the six low-conflict pairs, none used antag-

onization, three pairs used uptake, and four pairs used praise in

their collaboration. All low-conflict pairs only engaged in conflicts

about the task. Three of these pairs were low-balance pairs, one

was mid-balance, and two were high-balance.

Pair 8 (Rupert: 17%, Anthony: 83%) was the most unbalanced out

of all the pairs. Rupert spoke less than 20% of the time. An example

of pair 8’s conflict is displayed in Table 3. Rupert was the driver and

Anthony was giving him directions. While Rupert disagreed with

Anthony, he still explained his reasoning to his partner on the third

line. In the end, Anthony seemed to agree with Rupert’s reasoning.

Next in terms of balance was pair 3 where Sandy spoke about

78% of the time. This pair did not have instances of uptake or praise.

Pair 9 (Steve: 73%, Synthia: 27%), was slightly more proportionate

than pair 3 and had 8 instances of praise. Pair 10 (Rupert:36% and

Clara: 64%) did not demonstrate uptake nor praise. Both pairs 6 and

4 demonstrated uptake (pair 6, 5 times; pair 4, 2 times) and praised

each other once. In pair 6, Melony demonstrated five instances of

uptake. Pair 4 had one instance of praise.

4.2.2 High-Conflict. With the high-conflict pairs, five out of six

used antagonization, with a count of 89 uses total between the five

Table 4: Conflict excerpt of Sandy and Mitchel from pair 5.

Student Move Tag

Mitchel Wait I need to change ES

Sandy No no no. A

Mitchel No click turtle because ... D

Sandy No. A

Mitchel No but I’m blue. EO

Sandy That’s nice. A

Mitchel But I am blue. EO

Table 5: Conflict excerpt of Sandy and Steve from Pair 7.

Sandy You broke it A

Steve No I didn’t A

Sandy Oh OU

Steve Look it says “Switch costume” and since we have-

have no costume

EO

Sandy It’s that right Q

Steve Yeah we just have to do that ES

Sandy But it should already have the EO

Steve Oh he doesn’t have any costumes other than this

one

EO

Sandy Oh he should already have that EO

Steve Yeah so we have to make a new costume for the

next costume

ES

Sandy Can I make it Q

pairs. The high-conflict pair that did not use antagonization also

used both uptake and praise. Two other high-conflict pairs used

praise as well as antagonization. Additionally, five of the pairs en-

gaged in all three types of conflict. Only one pair was low-balance,

three were mid-balance, and two were high-balance. We also no-

ticed that these pairs often had a higher dialogue move count than

their low-conflict peers.

The most unbalanced pair in the high-conflict group was pair

2 (Anthony: 68% and Sandy: 32%). They used both praise and an-

tagonization; however, only Anthony praised (1 time) and only

Sandy antagonized (1 time). Next in terms of balance was pair 1

(David: 67% and Luke: 33%). David used uptake (1 time) and praise

(4 times). With pair 5 (Mitchel: 66% and Sandy: 34%), Sandy uttered

65% of the antagonization (33 total). In terms of balance, they are

in the mid-balance category, but they are tied in first place with

the number of conflicts. An example of pair 5’s conflict is shown in

Table 4. This conflict was about the task, control of the computer,

and partner contribution. In comparison to pair 8, Sandy did not

agree with her partner, but she did not explain her thoughts.

With pair 11 (Tylor: 38% and Dorothy: 62%), Tylor uttered 75%

of this pair’s antagonization (4 total). Pair 7 had no instances of

praise and 49 of antagonization. Table 5 displays an excerpt from

a partner contribution/role conflict pair 7 engaged in. This is an

example of a more lighthearted antagonization exchange. Pair 12

had one instance of praise and two of antagonization.



5 DISCUSSION
Collaborative learning is a complex process with many dimensions.

By labeling dialogue moves and conflict types, we can gain insight

into the ways in which young learners utilize collaborative dialogue

and experience conflicts of different types as they code together.

Use of collaborative dialogue moves. The analysis for RQ1
revealed that, across all dyads, students used self-explanation, ques-

tions, uptake, praise, and antagonization about 23% of the time.

The remaining were other explanation, directive/suggestions, other

related, and other unrelated. Because the first four are moves that

are important in collaboration [12, 13, 22], the community should

continue to investigate these dialogue moves and whether students

need more explicit instruction and scaffolded support as they com-

municate during pair programming.

High-conflict pairs. The analysis for RQ2 revealed that most

high-conflict pairs used antagonization, and also engaged in con-

flicts about control and partner contribution while low-conflict

pairs did not. This pattern held true for five out of six high-conflict

pairs (Table 2). One high-conflict pair only engaged in task conflicts

and did not use antagonization. We found that antagonization was

often uttered in the form of insults (“You’re boring me to death.”)

and sarcasm (“That’s nice.”). Some high-conflict pairs may use an-

tagonization as a form of lighthearted banter (Table 5). Based on

tone of voice and body language, we believe other instances of

antagonization indicate a problem that may be related to issues

with personality compatibility, an issue that has been noted in prior

work with older learners [33]. These results suggest that by ana-

lyzing collaborative dialogue, it may be possible to detect whether

pairs may engage in more conflicts. If so, an important line of work

will be to develop and investigate intelligent systems that detect

conflict and alert teachers that the pairs need intervention.

Low-conflict pairs. The analysis for RQ2 also revealed that

most low-conflict pairs used uptake and praise, but tended to be

less talkative overall. Praise often took the form of short moves,

such as “good job!” Uptake was more difficult to detect and often

contained “Yeah and...” after their partner gave a suggestion or di-

rective. While uptake is a productive collaboration move, in some

cases, it appears that one partner may perceive themselves to be

less knowledgeable than the other partner, and may use uptake

deferentially. Deeper investigations may reveal further nuance to

the productive move of uptake and how best to mitigate overly

deferential behavior by a partner who perceives themselves as less

knowledgeable. Additionally, low-conflict pairs did not engage in

any conflicts about control of the computer or partner contribu-

tions/roles. These may be instances of one member being perceived

as having more knowledge so the other student defers [43], reduc-

ing the likelihood of conflict and increasing the dialogue imbalance.

This suggests that even low-conflict pairs may need teacher inter-

vention to prevent one student from overpowering another.

Some pairs with high dialogue balance and low conflict, such as

pairs 4 and 6 (Table 2), seemed to have especially productive conver-

sation. Their dialogue balance suggested that both students were

contributing equally compared to others. Additionally, both pairs

used uptake and praise. Their low number of conflicts were about

the task rather than about control or each other’s contributions.

Finally, many of the pairs that had a lower number of dialogue

moves also engaged in fewer conflicts. Prior studies suggest that

these learners may not have encountered many conflicts because

they were not discussing their ideas or did not seek to resolve their

differences [31]. Those learners that encountered more conflicts

would ideally be discussing the project they were working on. In

light of findings from previous work that indicate that the amount

of interaction between learners affects learning gains [14, 15], fu-

ture research should investigate how to encourage quieter learners

to engage with their partners more. This can be completed in a

variety of ways, such as adding dialogue reminders in the learning

environment or asking teachers to make announcements.

Limitations and Threats to Validity. Some limitations are

important to keep in mind as we interpret the findings. First, though

standard for this type of annotation-intense video analysis work

[19, 30], we have examined a relatively small sample; the findings

we have presented are based on 12 videos. Second, the students in

our dataset are all Academically or Intellectually Gifted students,

whichmay affect the generalizability of our findings. Finally, as with

all video- and audio-based classroom studies, our dataset contains

background noise which can complicate the analysis.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Although pair programming has been shown to be beneficial to

novices, much of the research has focused on undergraduate stu-

dents and industry professionals [45, 47]. Supporting younger learn-

ers in collaborative CS learning brings new challenges where we

must be cognizant of the students’ level of socio-emotional devel-

opment. In this study, we analyzed pair programming videos to

better understand upper elementary students’ collaborative dia-

logue and conflicts. Of the specific collaborative dialogue moves

we focused, on, we found that they comprised about 23% of the

dialogue used by these learners. The results also revealed that high-

conflict pairs sometimes antagonized, while most used uptake and

praise. High-conflict pairs engaged in conflicts over task, computer

control, and partner contributions; low-conflict pairs engaged in

only task-related conflicts and were less talkative overall. Finally,

high-conflict pairs were often mid- or high-balanced dialogue pairs.

These findings include both productive and unproductive conflict;

however, high-conflict pairs seem to be more likely to engage in

certain kinds of conflict or antagonistic dialogue moves overall.

These findings suggest that through dialogue analysis, we may be

able to detect conflict and provide supports to students. They also

reinforce the nuances of the social dynamic within collaboration

and the importance of empowering each student to contribute.

In future work, it is important to continue investigating collabo-

rative dialogue and how to detect both productive and unproductive

conflicts. With a larger dataset of tagged dialogue and conflicts, we

can model dialogue and conflicts starting with the lessons learned

in this work about uptake, praise, and antagonization. Also of in-

terest would be a deeper investigation of the relationship between

dialogue and learning outcomes, as well as the relationship between

learners’ self-perceptions and their dialogue. This research can im-

pact how students learn computing as a discipline and shape how

they work with others in the future. We will continue investigating

how to support elementary CS learners’ collaborative processes.
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